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ALLENTOWN
877-296-4555

BEDFORD
800-705-7273

CLEARFIELD
800-627-9095 CARLISLE

HEADQUARTERS
800-828-6878

EPHRATA
800-732-0019

HAGERSTOWN
800-864-8164 

HARRISBURG
855-265-4160

JOHNSTOWN
800-326-8994

MILTON
800-643-1284

MILTON I8  
833-952-2197

NOTTINGHAM
800-364-6995

UNIONTOWN
888-960-4793

YORK
877-792-1815

- Forged high carbon us steel

- Push button adjustment mechanism locks in Place to 
  Prevent sliPPing and Provide more Precise adjustments

- heat treating hardens the tool body to add strength

- laser heat-treated crosshatch teeth grip stronger and last longer

12” OIL FILTER PLIERS12” OIL FILTER PLIERS 15.5” OIL FILTER PLIERS15.5” OIL FILTER PLIERS

9.5” CRIMPING PLIERS9.5” CRIMPING PLIERS 9.5” CABLE CUTTERS9.5” CABLE CUTTERS

428X /// 8”

 $20.49ea
CHN-428X

430X /// 10”

 $22 .19ea
CHN-430X

440X /// 12”

 $25.19ea
CHN-440X

2PC SET /// 8” & 10”

 $41.69ea
CHN-GS-1X

CHANNELLOCK® has combined the 
strength and reliability oF their iconic tongue 
and groove plier with the special needs oF 
large pvc and oil Filters. accomodates most 
car, truck and heavy equipment Filters and 
Fits pvc, conduit and Fittings.

CHANNELLOCK® has combined the 
strength and reliability oF their iconic tongue 
and groove plier with the special needs oF 
large pvc and oil Filters. accomodates most 
car, truck and heavy equipment Filters and 
Fits pvc, conduit and Fittings.

a sleek nose design gets into tight places 
and a laser heat-treated mating edge makes 
this the only crimper you’ll ever need. 
perFect For both insulated and non-insulated 
solderless connections and terminals. cuts 
and crimps 10-22 awg wire.

CHANNELLOCK® have earned a reputation 
as reliable, hardworking tools with superior 
cutting edge liFe. these cable cutters can cut 
up to 4/0 aluminum and 2/0 copper. these are 
not intended For steel or acsr use. 

$20.99ea
CHN-212

$25.99ea
CHN-215

$20.99ea
CHN-909

$25.99ea
CHN-911

TONGUE AND GROOVETONGUE AND GROOVE

 A B C H
 OVERALL JAW JOINT HANDLE  # OF JAW
 LENGTH LENGTH THICKNESS  SPAN WEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS CAPACITY ITEM NUMBER 
 8.45 in 1.05 in 0.53 in 2.12 in 0.83 lbs 9 1.20 in CHN-428X
 9.51 in 1.31 in 0.53 in 2.72 in 1.08 lbs 15 2.00 in CHN-430X
 12.05 in 1.73 in 0.53 in 3.31 in 1.58 lbs 12 2.32 in CHN-440X

FAST AND EASY NON-SLIP ADJUSTMENTS
Adjustments quickly slide and lock in place so 
you can get the job done even quicker.

SUPERIOR GRIP
Precise, laser heat-treated crosshatch teeth for a 
tight grip in all directions.

COMFORT GRIP
CHANNELLOCK BLUE® molded non-slip grips for 
ultimate control and comfort.


